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Abstract

Aksënova and Deshmukh (2018) conjecture
that if the phonology of a language requires
projection to multiple tiers, the tier alphabets
of those tiers are either disjoint or stand in a
subset/superset relation, but never form a non-
trivial intersection. We provide three counterex-
amples to this claim.

1 Introduction

An important goal of computational phonology is
to determine the complexity of the phonological
patterns of natural language. A recent hypothe-
sis is that these patterns are sub-regular and more
specifically can be described as tier-based strictly
local languages (Heinz et al. 2011, McMullin 2016
i.a.), or slight extensions thereof (Mayer and Major
2018, Graf and Mayer 2018, de Santo and Graf
2019). The general idea is that even non-local
processes can be made local over appropriate rep-
resentations, namely by masking out all irrelevant
intervening elements or alternatively, projecting
only elements participating in a process on a sepa-
rate tier where they are adjacent again. Research in
that area often focuses on a single pattern/process
and a single tier. However, natural languages tend
to have more than one phonotactic restriction or
more than one phonological process; one might
therefore expect that more than one tier is neces-
sary to completely describe the phonology of a
language. Moreover, it is the interaction of distinct
processes that is of particular interest to phonolo-
gists. Aksënova and Deshmukh (2018), building
on work by McMullin (2016), set out to investi-
gate cases where more than a single tier is needed.
They explore the possible relations that the sets of
elements on different tiers can stand in: they can

∗Authors are listed alphabetically. We thank the partic-
ipants of the Leipzig phonology reading group for helpful
comments and discussion, in particular Sören Tebay for sug-
gesting looking into Koryak.

be disjoint ({a, b}, {c, d}), they can stand in a sub-
set/superset relation ({a, b, c}, {b, c}) or they can
non-trivially intersect ({a, b, c}, {c, d}), i.e. their
intersection is neither empty nor the special case of
a sub/superset relation (informally intersection for
the rest of the paper). While being careful to point
out the preliminary nature of their work, they claim
that no natural language phonology requires a sin-
gle element to be present on two tiers where each
tier contains elements the other does not; in other
words that there is no non-empty intersection of
tier alphabets that do not stand in a sub/superset re-
lation. They show that, as a function of the number
of elements considered, the number of ways to cre-
ate two sets with a non-empty intersection grows
much faster than the respective ways to create true
subsets or disjoint sets. As an example, when one
considers all possible ways to create proper sub-
sets, disjoint or intersecting sets for 10 elements,
the number of intersecting sets already makes up
more than 95% of all possibilities. If such a constel-
lation were never to arise, a learner could discard
the majority of combinatorially possible multiple
TSL grammars. However, in this article we provide
three counterexamples to this claim, showing that
there are phenomena where one element plays a
role in two processes that affect otherwise distinct
elements. In Section 2 we provide the necessary
background to the use of TSL in phonology and
the claims about tier alphabet relationships from
Aksënova and Deshmukh (2018). In Section 3,
we provide the data for the three counterexamples
(Sibe, Tsilhqút’hín, Koryak) that require a descrip-
tion involving overlapping tiers. We close with Sec-
tion 4 where we discuss an alternative description
of two of the three languages as Strictly Piecewise
(SP, Rogers et al. 2010); Sibe, however, still resists
a description with a single grammar, be it SP or
TSL. It remains an open issue whether all existing
intersecting TSL phenomena belong to a restricted
subset of all possible intersections.
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2 Background

To familiarize the reader with the TSL-perspective
and the type of data Aksënova and Deshmukh
(2018) deal with, we provide a short summary of
TSL grammars and the examples they give for pro-
cesses that require disjoint and containing tiers. For
more in-depth discussion, the reader is referred to
the original paper.

Tier-based strictly local (TSL) grammars (Heinz
et al. 2011) work by forbidding substrings of a
finite length on a tier. They consist of a tier projec-
tion mechanism that scans the original string and
projects every segment that is a member of a tier
alphabet to a separate tier. There is a set of n-grams
of finite size that is forbidden from occurring in the
string on the projected tier.

Imagine a toy language with the three vowels a,
i and u and an arbitrary consonant inventory. The
language requires that all vowels in a word be either
high (i,u) or low (a), i.e. we forbid the bigrams
*ai,*ia,*au,*ua. The tier alphabet is the set of all
vowels {a,i,u}. The projection mechanism projects
every vowel from that set it encounters to the tier.
A word *blabliblu thus would have the string aiu
on its tier. While iu is an allowed substring, the
combination *ai is not since it is a forbidden bigram
consisting of a high vowel followed by a low one.

Aksënova and Deshmukh (2018) provide an ex-
ample of processes in a language that require two
disjoint tiers, namely vowel harmony and nasal
agreement in Kikongo. Vowels have to agree in
height; the suffixes -il/-el and -ol/-ul have a dif-
ferent realization depending on their environment.
Examples of different realizations of the former
are -leng-el- or -sik-il-, for the latter -tomb-ol- or
-vil-ul-. In nasal harmony, /d/ and /l/ become [n]
if preceded by a nasal in the root, as can be seen
for the suffix -idi: -suk-idi- but -nik-ini-. As a re-
sult, one needs a nasal harmony tier with the tier
alphabet {n,m, d, l}, forbidding bigrams such as
*nd,*nl,*md,*ml. For vowel harmony, there is a
tier with the vowels {e, i, o, u}, forbidding any bi-
gram with mismatching height features. The tier
alphabets of both tiers are disjoint.

(1) {n,m, d, l} ∩ {e, i, o, u} = ∅

A sub/superset relation is instantiated in Imdlawn
Tashlhiyt. Sibilants regressively harmonize in voic-
ing and anteriority. The causative prefix /s-/ sur-
faces as [s] in s:-uga, [S ] in S-fiaSr or [z] in z-
bruz:a. There are blockers for voicing harmony,

namely voiceless obstruents (s:-ukz, not *z:-ukz);
but they do not act as blockers for anteriority har-
mony (S-quZ:i, not *s-quZ:i). As a result, one needs
a tier of all sibilants {s,z,S,Z}, blocking any bi-
grams of mismatching anteriority (*SZ,...), and a
second tier for all sibilants and voiceless obstru-
ents {s,z,S,Z,è,k,f,X,q} to forbid any bigram of ad-
jacent sibilants with distinct values for anteriority
(*sz,*Sz,...) and forbidding any bigrams of voiced
sibilants and voiceless obstruents to model their be-
haviour as blockers (*zk,*zq,...). The tier alphabet
of the second tier is a superset of the first one.

(2) {s,z,S,Z} ⊂ {s,z,S,Z,è,k,f,X,q}

As mentioned above, Aksënova and Deshmukh
conjecture that there are no phenomena whose tiers
have a non-empty, non-containing intersection. We
provide examples of processes that do require in-
tersecting tier alphabets in the next section.

3 Counterexamples

3.1 Sibe

In Sibe (Tungusic, Xinjiang, China), rounding har-
mony affects all vowels. High back vowels are
round if preceded by any round vowel, and non-
high vowels agree in rounding with preceding non-
high vowels. All the Sibe data is from Li (1996)
via Nevins (2005). For the vowel inventory, see
Table 1.

–back +back
–rd +rd –rd +rd

+high i y 1 u
–high E ø a O

Table 1: Sibe vowel inventory

The first effect of rounding harmony is a restric-
tion on a non-round vowel. The high back non-
round vowel is not licit following a round vowel
(Nevins, 2005: 165):

(3) a. fulxu ‘root’, *fulx1
b. Cøgu ‘vegetable’, *Cøg1

The other high vowels, [u] and front high vowels
are not restricted in this way and appear freely after
vowels with the opposite value for round (Nevins,
2005: 166):

(4) a. XOnin ‘sheep’
b. narXun ‘slim’
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Secondly, non-high vowels must agree in rounding
with preceding non-high vowels, as is shown in (5),
(Nevins, 2005: 165-167).

(5) a. OmOl ‘grandson’, *OmEl, *Omal
b. tømXO ’nipple’, *tømXE, *tømXa
c. XErXa ’pine tree’, *XErXø, *XErXO
d. aXa ’rain’, *aXø, *aXO

The latter process is restricted to roots, while the
former extends to suffixes as well, as can be seen
by the examples in (6) and (7).

Following Aksënova and Deshmukh we can es-
tablish a vowel tier with all vowels and the condi-
tions on output forms on said tier (Table 2).

Vowel Tier
T= {i,y,1,u,E,ø,a,O}

1. *[+rd][+high, +back,–rd]
Hr1{*y1, *u1, *ø1, *O1 }

2. *[–high, α rd][–high, −α rd]
Hr2{*Eø, *EO, *øE, *øa, *aø, *aO, *OE, *Oa
}

Table 2: Tier and Filters for rounding harmony

The second relevant process in Sibe is uvularisa-
tion, a long distance vowel-consonant assimilation.
Velars in affixes are turned into uvulars if they at-
tach to a root containing a non-high vowel. In (6),
no non-high vowel is present in the root, so the
affixes surface with a velar. In (7), all root vowels
are non-high and the affix consonant is uvularised
(Nevins, 2005: 169-170):

(6) Velars with [+high] roots
a. Cymi(n)-k1n ‘deep-DIM’
b. ulu-kun ‘deep-DIM’
c. tyry-xu ‘come-PST’
d. t1-x1 ‘sit-PST’

(7) Uvulars with [–high] roots
a. Ca-q1n ‘good-DIM’
b. tOndO-qun ‘honest-DIM’
c. gø-Xu ‘hit-PST’
d. sav-X1 ‘see-PST’

In mixed roots, roots with both high and non-high
vowels, the consonant is always uvular, whether
it is adjacent to the [–high] vowel or not. Con-
sider (8-b) and (8-d), where the low vowel triggers
uvularisation across a high vowel.

(8) Uvulars with mixed roots

a. sula-q1n ‘loose-DIM’
b. XOdu-qun ‘quick-DIM’
c. tykE-X1 ‘watch-PST’
d. ømi-X1 ‘drink-PST’

The tier that is needed to check uvular assimila-
tion includes velars1 and [-high] vowels (Table 3).2

Crucially, it must exclude [+high] vowels since
they are transparent. If they were included, they
would interfere with the locality on the tier and
block uvularisation in mixed roots.

Tier of velars and [–high] vowels
T= {k, g, x, G, E, ø, a, O}

1. *[–high][+velar]
Huv{*Ek, *Ex, *Eg, *EG,*øk, *øx, *øg, *øG,
*ak, *ax, *ag, *aG, *Ok *Ox, *Og, *OG, }

Table 3: Tier and filters for uvularisation

We thus have intersecting tiers where [–high]
vowels are both in the vowel tier as well as in the
uvular assimilation tier but both tiers have elements
that are not in the other tier, i.e. velars and [+high]
vowels.

(9) {i,y,1,u,E,ø,a,O} ∩ {E,ø,a,O,k,g,x,G} ̸= ∅

Note that nothing changes about this fact if the
vowel tier in Table 2 which handles two processes,
rounding harmony for high and for non-high vow-
els, is split into two: both processes require non-
high vowels on their tier, which are crucial for the
intersection.

3.2 Tsilhqút’ín

In Tsilhqút’ín (Athabaskan, British Columbia,
Canada; all data from Cook 1993, 2013 and Goad
1989), anterior sibilants come in pairs; they have
a pharyngealised (or retracted), and a plain ver-
sion. Anterior sibilants agree long-distance in pha-
ryngealisation. The right-most sibilant functions
as the trigger of sibilant harmony and determines
the value for every other sibilant. The other sibi-
lants are targets and agree in their retraction value
with the rightmost one. Consider (10-a), where

1We remain agnostic about which feature distinguishes
velar from uvular dorsals.

2We also need a third superset tier that includes all vowels
and dorsals in order to derive the prohibition on more local
[+high][uvular] sequences. Note, though, that it is not possible
to describe all three processes on that same tier since high
vowels would interfere with the locality of uvularisation and
dorsals would interfere in rounding harmony.
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the rightmost sibilant is a plain [z] and triggers de-
pharyngealisation on the preceding sibilant. (10-b)
shows the reverse pattern (Cook, 1993: 160-161):

(10) a. tE-zQ-i:-ì-tsæ:z → tEzi:ìtsæ:z
‘I started to cook’

b. næ:-sE-næ:-G̃ı:-l-tsQẼsQ →
na:sQ@na:G@̃̃ıltsQ@̃sQ

You are hitting me’

For this process, anterior sibilants must form a tier
to the exclusion of everything else (Table 4).3

Tier of anterior sibilants
T= {s, z, ts, dz, ts’, sQ, zQ, tsQ, dzQ, ts’Q}

1. *[–R][+R]
Hsib1{*ssQ, *szQ, ... *ts’ts’Q}

2. *[+R][–R]
Hsib2{*sQs, *sQz, ... *ts’Qts’ }

Table 4: Tier and filters for sibilant harmony

A second non-local process is retraction or ‘flat-
tening’, where a vowel is retracted4 in context of a
pharyngealised sibilant or a uvular.5 In (11-a) the
uvular [q] triggers retraction of the vowels from /E/
to schwa, and in (11-b) the pharyngealised sibilant
acts as the trigger (Goad 1989: 23; Cook 1993:
161):

(11) a. sQE-l-qwEs → s@lqw@s
‘he coughed’

b. Xæ:tæ:s-gẼsQ → Xa:ta:sQg@̃sQ

‘I’ll twist it out’

For retraction, therefore, a tier is needed that con-
tains the triggers of the process, pharyngealised
sibilants and (labialised) uvulars, and the target,
vowels (Table 5).

We thus have intersecting tiers where pharyn-
gealised sibilants are both in the sibilant harmony
tier and retraction tier, but the former contains also
non-pharyngealised sibilants and the latter vowels

3We use the more abstract feature R for both sibilant har-
mony and retraction, as is usual in the literature on Tsilhqút’ín.

4The featural changes a vowel partakes in under retraction
are complex but irrelevant for this discussion.

5This is a gross simplification of the process. There are
differences regarding the trigger – sibilant induced retraction
is more long-distance than uvular induced retraction – and
regarding directionality: leftward retraction is unblockable,
whereas rightward retraction may be blocked by velars and
long vowels function as icy targets. None of this affects the
intersection that we discuss here. For a thorough discussion of
the data and theoretical implications we refer to Goad (1989);
Mullin (2011); Gleim (2021).

Tier of retraction participants
T= {sQ, zQ, tsQ, dzQ, ts’Q,

å, åw, q, qw, q’, qw’, X, Xw, K, Kw,
i:, I, u:, U, æ:, E}

1. *[–R][+R]
R1{*i:sQ, *i:zQ, ... *EKw}

2. *[+R][–R]
R2{*sQi:, *sQI, ... *KwE }

Table 5: Tier and filters for retraction

and uvulars.

(12) {s, z, ts, dz, ts’, sQ, zQ, tsQ, dzQ, ts’Q } ∩
{sQ, zQ, tsQ, dzQ, ts’Q, å, åw, q, qw, q’,
qw’, X, Xw, K, Kw, i:, I, u:, U, æ:, E} ≠ ∅

3.3 Koryak

In Koryak (Chukcho-Kamchatkan, Kamchatka,
Russia; all data is from Abramovitz 2021) vow-
els in a word must be from one of three sets. The
recessive set {i, u, e, @}, the so-called ‘mixed’ set
{i, u, a, @} or the dominant set {e, o, a, @}. Some
vowels are phonetically identical between sets, but
need to be distinguished phonologically (for a jus-
tification we refer to Abramovitz 2021: ch. 3).
A morpheme always has vowels belonging to one
set only. If a morpheme with mixed vowels, i.e. a
vowel or vowels taken from the ‘mixed’ set, such as
the diminutive -piL or the root maqmi in (13), and
a morpheme with recessive vowels are combined,
recessive /e/ is lowered to [a]. The high vowels and
schwa are not affected (Abramovitz, 2021: 60,58):

(13) e-lowering
a. ujetiki-piL → ujatikpiL

‘little sled’
b. maqmi-te → maqmita

‘with a bow’

If a morpheme with a dominant vowel and a mor-
pheme with a recessive or mixed vowel are com-
bined, recessive and mixed /i/ and /u/ are lowered to
[e] and [o] respectively, and recessive /e/ is lowered
to [a]. Nothing happens to (mixed or recessive) a
or schwa. Consider (14), where the same mixed
and recessive morphemes as in (13) are now put
in a context with dominant vowels (Abramovitz,
2021: 61f):

(14) general lowering
a. ujetiki-piLLaq-Nqo →
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ojatekpeLLaq@Nqo
‘from the small sled’

b. qoja-te → qojata
‘by reindeer’

Vowel harmony in Koryak is obviously less pho-
netically grounded than the processes discussed
above. We will implement it in a TSL grammar
with diacritic features instead of the more usual
phonological ones and leave any discussion of nat-
uralness aside.

We will assume the diacritic features R, M and
D which are part of the vowels’ specifications that
derive these classes. This gives us the vowel inven-
tory in (15). To reduce clutter, recessive vowels do
not carry diacritics.

(15) {e, i, u, @, aM , iM , uM , @M , eD, @D, aD,
oD }

First, we will present a convenient tier for each
process individually and show that the tiers do in-
tersect. After that, we show that the tiers can nei-
ther be reconstructed as a single tier nor as tiers
in a superset-subset relation. The tier that derives
e-lowering (Table 6) must contain all vowels with
the M-diacritic as well as recessive e.

Tier of e and M-vowels
T= {e, iM , uM , aM , @M}

1. *Me, *eM
eL{*eiM , *euM , *eaM , *e@M , *iMe,
*uMe, *aMe, *@Me }

Table 6: Tier and filters for e-lowering

On the tier that derives general lowering (Ta-
ble 7), all dominant vowels, all recessive vowels
except recessive schwa, and i and u with the M-
diacritic must be present, but crucially not a with
the M-diacritic.

Both tiers share e and the high vowels with the
M-diacritic, but only the first contains the non-high
vowels with the M-diacritic; and only the second
the recessive high vowels and the dominant vowels:

(16) {aM, @M, e, iM, uM}∩ {e, iM, uM, i, u, oD,
aD, eD } ≠ ∅

Now, let us consider alternatives with non-
intersecting tiers. If we conflate the two tiers above
into a single tier, which contains every vowel but
recessive schwa, we run into problems with a se-
quence like the one in (17).

Tier of dominant vowels, high vowels and e
T= {e, i, u, iM , uM , eD, @D, aD, oD}

1. *DR, *RD
GL1{*oDe, *oDi, *oDu, *aDe, *aDi, *aDu,
*eDe, *eDi, *eDu, *@De, *@Di, *@Du, *eoD,
*ioD, *uoD, *eaD, *iaD, *uaD, *eeD, *ieD,
*ueD, *e@D, *i@D, *u@D}

2. *DM, *MD
GL2{ *oDiM, *oDuM, *aDiM, *aDuM,
*eDiM, *eDuM, *@DiM, *@DuM, *iMoD,
*uMoD, *iMaD, *uMaD, *iMeD, *uMeD,
*iM@D, *uM@D}

Table 7: Tier and filters for general lowering

(17) e-i-iM

e-i and i-iM are both perfectly fine bigrams, so the
structure as a whole should be fine. However, in
Koryak we actually get an output with a lowered /e/
in such a configuration. The second alternative for
making the Koryak tiers compatible with Aksënova
and Deshmukh’s hypothesis, is to project the ele-
ments that are uniquely in the e-lowering tier, aM

and @M, into the general lowering tier as well. This
yields unwanted results in strings like (18).

(18) i-aM-oD

Again, both i-aM and aM-oD are perfectly fine se-
quences on the general lowering tier. Only by ban-
ning aM from the tier, we get the desired violation
of *ioD. To conclude, the tiers we proposed for
each process individually do derive the data cor-
rectly and are necessarily intersecting.

4 Discussion

The absence of phonological processes that share a
subset of their elements would have been computa-
tionally appealing since it would have eliminated
a large share of logically possible tier alphabet re-
lations. However, as we have demonstrated above,
such processes do in fact exist. This raises the ques-
tion if tiers of two interacting processes can form
any possible intersection of their tier alphabets or
if these intersections are subject to additional re-
strictions that at least somewhat narrow down the
combinatorial possibilities.

One such possibility would be that all phenom-
ena that require intersecting tiers in a multiple TSL
description can be described by a single grammar
from a class that is incomparable to TSL, i.e. a
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class that neither contains nor is contained by TSL.
We want to mention one such class that has previ-
ously been used in the literature, Strictly Piecewise
(Rogers et al. 2010), that works for two of the
processes but unfortunately fails for Sibe. Strictly
Piecewise (SP) is a class that is incomparable to
TSL (see e.g. de Santo and Graf 2019 for an
overview of containment relationships of classes).
Due to the ‘global’ nature of vowel harmony in
Koryak, it is possible to describe both phenomena
discussed in 3.3 with a single SP grammar. Intu-
itively, Strictly Piecewise grammars forbid certain
subsequences of strings, regardless of the number
and nature of intervening elements. As an example,
we can forbid that a dominant vowel is followed by
a recessive vowel at any distance in a word by for-
bidding e.g. the subsequence *oDe (and the reverse
for the equally forbidden co-occurrence). With this,
one can simply list all impossible co-occurrences
of vowels from different classes without worry-
ing about interveners. As far as we can see, this
derives the Koryak data just like the tier-based pro-
cedure above. The same goes for the (simplified
version of) the Tsilhqút’ín data. As already men-
tioned in Rogers et al. (2010), sibilant harmony
can be modelled as SP by forbidding subsequences
of mismatching sibilants. This derives the process
described by our first tier. To add vowel retrac-
tion in the context of pharyngealised sibilants and
uvulars does not interfere with the first process;
we can state further co-occurrence restrictions for
vowel-sibilant/uvular combinations in the same SP
grammar. The joint statement of such restrictions
is not possible in a unified tier-based attempt where
the additional vowels would interfere with the lo-
cality on the tier for sibilant harmony.

A potential conjecture that all processes that re-
quire intersecting tiers can be described by a sin-
gle SP grammar unfortunately fails for Sibe: we
know that the next vowel after [y] cannot be [1]
(*y1), yet (8-c) tykE-X1 is well-formed. This is
because neither yE nor E1 are problematic vowel
sequences due to the opaque nature of E. A sim-
ple SP-grammar cannot describe such blocking ef-
fects. One needs to simultaneously rule out *y1 and
rule in yE1 subsequences. SP cannot distinguish
both cases. Another option are classes that use
more fine-grained projection mechanisms for their
tiers such as input (and/or) output-TSL, I/O-TSL
(de Santo and Graf 2019, Mayer and Major 2018,
Graf and Mayer 2018). Intuitively, one can specify

that a certain segment is only projected if it is pre-
ceded/followed by another specific segment in the
input string (ITSL); or that a segment is only pro-
jected if it then precedes/follows a specific segment
on the tier (OTSL); or a combination of both (IO-
TSL). A reviewer asks whether a single IO-TSL
can be used to describe the Sibe data. One option
would be to project all vowels, but only project ve-
lars if they are then preceded at some distance by a
[-high] vowel on the already existing tier. However,
we have seen in (8) that the relation between the
relevant dorsals and [-high] vowels is non-local.
Whether a finite distance between a [-high] vowel
and a dorsal is possible depends on whether re-
cursive word formation processes (e.g. repeated
affixation) are attested. We follow the practice of
treating non-local processes as unbounded if they
are only constrained by the maximal size of exist-
ing words (as is implicit e.g. in the treatment of the
data from Aksënova and Deshmukh 2018).

Therefore it remains to be seen if the phonolo-
gies of natural languages allow all possible tier
alphabet intersections or if there are hidden restric-
tions such that all intersecting tier alphabets can be
described by a single class of languages incompa-
rable to TSL.
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